Descriptive statement (May be biographical):

Brief statement of contents: 1 Scrapbook - Apparently compiled by Margaret F. Butler, M.D., Chairman of the Alumnae Committee of the Woman's Medical College (WMC). The scrapbook covers the time period between August, 1926 and March 1928, during which the Greater Woman's Medical College Fund raising campaign took place. Included in the scrapbook are samples of printed materials pertaining to the Campaign such as:

1. Letters sent to alumnae, committee members, and patients of specific docs.
2. Questionnaires sent to graduates of WMC
3. Pledge blanks sent to alumna and friends.
4. Campaign leaflets describing special hospital departments, those giving historical materials on the College and on women as physicians, and those covering specific women physicians.
6. A description & photograph of the College booth at the SesquiCentennial
7. Material describing memorial funds and special committees.

Many of the printed letter samples in the scrapbook are those sent by various people such as Martha Tracy, Rachelle Yarros, Sarah Logan Wister Starr, etc.

Additional comments:
Much of the printed material has been descriptively labeled as to whom they were sent, and when they were sent. All material is printed except for one photograph.
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